Bus Lines Explorer: Interactive Exploration of Public Transportation Data
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ABSTRACT
Public transportation movement data provide a wealth of information and insights into many aspects of urban life and human behavior. However, huge amounts of raw data, coupled with incomplete or inconsistent records, may turn into an obstacle for the effective use of the available information. The need for effective movement data analysis has resulted in a large number of visual analytics tools and specialized views. There are still many challenges in public transportation and other kinds of cyclic movement data analysis. In this paper we address some of those challenges by presenting an improvement of the standard map view. This improved view is specifically designed to simplify and make the visual analysis of complex movement data easier to perform, especially when integrated in a coordinated multiple views tool and articulated together with other techniques. We illustrate the effectiveness of the view on public transportation data from Bahía Blanca, Argentina.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Recent technological advancements enable the collection and processing of large amounts of movement data. Due to several associated benefits, commercial vehicles, taxi cabs, and other surface transportation vehicles and devices are being manufactured or equipped with position tracking devices. This trend is becoming widespread, including also public transportation and city buses. The analysis of past public transportation movement data is helpful in many aspects, for example to predict waiting times, traffic jams, or overall transportation times, all of which may aid to develop potential improvement strategies [4, 10]. However, given the size, complexity, and low integrity of the associated datasets, analyzing the information is far from trivial. Besides automatic methods, visual analytics is one of the most successful means to deal with complex movement data [1, 5, 11, 15].

In this paper we describe an improved standard map view supporting interactive item filtering developed to better suit the data characteristics and typical analysis tasks. The view is integrated into a coordinated multiple views (CMV) tool to provide an advanced visual analysis system, bus line explorer, for interactive exploration and analysis of city buses movement data.

Our goal is to effectively deal with data clutter. This includes switching the context on and off to better see lines in focus. We illustrate the use and advantages of the map view using the public city buses data from Bahía Blanca, Argentina. The public transport system in Bahía Blanca uses RFID cards for passengers.

Every passenger has to register (check-in) using the card when entering a bus. It is not necessary to check-out when leaving the bus. The buses’ GPS positions, along with some additional information, are registered and logged every six seconds. Finally, the station positions and vehicle status at stations (velocity, doors opened/closed, time spent in a station, etc.), are also recorded. Our visual analytics system takes full advantage of these multiple data sources in a comprehensive and intuitive way.

The main contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows: 1) An improved standard map view with advanced filtering and brushing to deal with uncertainties in recorded locations; and 2) Integration of the map view within a CMV tool to support advanced brushing and filtering.

2. RELATED WORK
Andrienko et al. [1] provide an overview of the main concepts and issues related to the analysis of movement data. They discuss the conceptual framework and transformation of movement data and then describe the visual analytics infrastructure and its use. Similarly, Pelekis and Theodoridis [12] discuss the characteristics of mobility data, mobility...
data management, exploration, and semantic aspects. They also discuss using Moving Object Database (MOD) engines, including SECONDO and Hermes, to leverage spatial data warehousing and spatio-temporal databases.

Visual analysis of spatio-temporal urban data provides many opportunities for data-driven analysis. For example, taxi trips data [5] can provide insights into many aspects of city life and human behavior. Similarly, public transportation systems affect many aspects of urban life. These systems are very complex and, consequently, the collected data are very difficult to effectively visualize and analyze [15].

The need for effective traffic data analysis resulted in many visual analytics tools [3, 9] using various data filtering, processing and displaying methods for spatial, temporal, numerical and categorical attributes of traffic data. Public transportation schedules are designed to provide optimal transportation services. However, real-world services usually deviate from the original planning. Collecting and analysis of historical data on line-, trip- and station-level can help detect usage patterns and problems [11]. Such data is often in a form of time series that span over hours, days, months, etc. Specialized views, such as calendar-based views [14], can help identify patterns. Those views are used as a part of CMV tools [13]. Composite brushing and visual effects are used to highlight data points across views [8]. Similarly, visual query systems are used to support querying spatio-temporal data [2].

3. DATA AND PROBLEM OVERVIEW

Actual timing of transportation services could differ significantly from the official schedule. Those discrepancies could be large, and may result in a significant waste of time and money. The reasons for discrepancies are difficult to determine. Hence, collected real-time and historical data could be used to determine schedule problems or to provide real-time arrival information [6]. Bus schedules present an especially challenging problem due to the many factors that can affect the original planification. Instrumentation and sensors could provide necessary information [7].

3.1 Data Sources

We use the public city buses data for Bahía Blanca, Argentina to illustrate our approach. The passengers use RFID cards to register (check-in) when boarding buses equipped with GPS tracking devices. Several other events are manually logged. The events logging is done by a bus driver resulting in great variations of bus-stop positions in the data. Sometimes drivers trigger the stop event before or after the actual stop. The passengers should check-in using their card as they enter the bus, but in many cases the bus already leaves the stop while the passengers are still registering.

A simple look at the map with bus-stop positions from many trips of the buses traveling the same bus line immediately shows the problem. A solution could be to merge the related bus-stop positions and to map them onto the actual position. This would, however, hide the occurrence of inconsistent station logs, which is a potentially useful information source. Each station log (bus driver triggered) contains position (longitude and latitude) and additional bus information, for instance the bus velocity. The velocity is often nonzero (not expected at the bus-stop) and goes as high as 7 km/h. The relatively low velocity indicates that bus drivers do trigger logging regularly, but they could also improve their precision. This example clearly shows that public transportation data is doomed to be plagued with this kind of noise that is not known in advance, thus reducing the quality of the data and the effectiveness of naïve use of standard data analysis tools.

The logs of each bus trip are saved into several files. There is a trajectory file with the regular samples of coordinates and corresponding times. There is a file with information about checked-in passengers. For each check-in, there is time and position information, as well as number of passengers that checked in simultaneously. Finally, there is a file describing bus stops, with time and position data, as well as additional data such as bus velocity, and door status (open or closed), for example. The files are stored in folders corresponding to the hour when the trip starts. The size of raw data for 14 days is approximately 3 GByte (stored in more than 95,000 files).

3.2 Problem Statement

As an example of the effectiveness of the improved map view, we explore bus trips and analyze how buses are used. For example, are there large variations in load across lines, days of the week, or hours? We explore how such data can
be used to plan bus schedules in order to deploy buses more efficiently while increasing the quality of service.

We create a data table where each bus trip has the corresponding record. A record contains scalar attributes and complex (structured) attributes — the trajectory attribute and the bus-stop attribute. The trajectory attribute contains a trajectory, which is a list of longitude-latitude-time triples. The bus-stop attribute contains a list of bus-stop events. Each bus-stop event is a tuple of bus-stop position, time, the time spent in stop, number of checked-in passengers, etc. Figure 1 shows the data structure (each record is represented as a row in a table). There are 13,626 records, each corresponding to a single bus trip.

This data structure supports easy visual selection of individual bus trips (records). A user brushes (interactively selects) records in a graphical view to select a subset of bus trips. For all standard, scalar attributes, standard visualizations can be used. If we want to show the total number of passengers on a bus trip (a scalar attribute) with respect to the bus trip starting time (another scalar attribute), we can use a standard scatter plot view and see if there is correlation (Figure 2). The size of points corresponds to the number of bus trips having the same value. Contrary to our expectations, there are many night trips with large point sizes. If we use a CMV tool we can efficiently drill down the data space in order to find some useful information. Since there are attributes that represent spatio-temporal movement data with events along trajectories, standard views are not sufficient. For this reason we introduce in Section 4 an advanced visual analysis system for interactive exploration and analysis of city buses movement data.

4. NOVEL VISUALIZATION

We improved the standard map view to support exploration and analysis of complex data. The improved map view supports some specific spatial tasks and custom filtering specific to our analysis. The view is fully integrated in a CMV tool. Many additional view types (scatter plot, histogram, parallel coordinates, etc.) can be used along the new view. However, the new view is always in the center of the analysis, as it directly shows the spatio-temporal data, makes it easy to establish a mental map of the data, and supports efficient analysis.

Visualizing aggregated values over time is not always sufficient for movement data analysis so we include the improved standard map view. As stated above, the data we are dealing with is collected during bus rides, and bus drivers trigger data logging manually. The bus-stop logs contain position, time spent in stop, velocity in stop, and bus status.

The analysts are also interested in log data. We improved the standard map view with advanced filtering. The improved standard map view can show bus lines and bus stops. The stops can be filtered in many ways. In addition to normal brushing in all views, we allow a user to filter bus stops based on the three aggregates used throughout the analysis: time at a stop, velocity at a stop, and number of passengers checked-in at a stop. As the analysis tasks are different, for each of the aggregates a threshold can be set. The user can select stops that have an aggregate value which is less than, greater than, or equal to a threshold.

We suggest several approaches to dealing with cluttered views. When a subset of data isbrushed, the context can be turned on and off to help better see lines in focus. The underlying map can also be turned off. Finally, the map can be zoomed and panned. The zoomed in map reveals many details otherwise not seen. Figure 3 shows several of the above described features. The view on the left shows the map where all bus trajectories and all bus stops are shown. It is clear that the view is too cluttered. We can immediately spot unusual trajectories which do not follow roads. Zoomed-in view (the second view from left in Figure 3) confirms the first impression. The blue lines are drawn using GPS positions from buses trajectories. If a bus looses the GPS signal, or if the driver turns the device off, the last valid point will be connected with the next logged point, and the road will not be followed. The third map from left shows only the stations where more than 20 passengers checked-in. The trajectories are not shown to reduce clutter. The selection is refined using two brushes (orange and blue) and the calendar. The blue points show bus stops where more than 20 checked-in passengers during the weekend (Saturday and Sunday), and the orange points show the stops for the rest of the week. The map on the right shows a zoomed in view of bus stops only (red points). The trajectories are omitted to prevent clutter. All red points cannot be actual bus stops. The dispersion is due to the manual log triggering which happens at different positions.
5. EVALUATION

In this section we briefly evaluate the improved map view using the two weeks data set for Bahía Blanca. We illustrate the usage of the bus line explorer system in two ways: data set quality exploration and bus lines exploration. These explorations illustrate typical tasks that a public transportation company or a policy maker might be interested in.

Many bus lines trajectories do not follow roads. This is especially true close to some bus stops. We have selected only bus stops where buses spent more than 200 seconds. The long time spent at a stop indicates that this is not a regular bus-stop. Actually this stops are garages, where buses go at the end of their schedule. It seems that bus drivers turn off GPS devices at the last station and turn it on when they arrive at the garage.

The station logs are another problem. The logging of the stations is triggered by drivers who might do it at different distances from the actual bus-stop. Consequently, all these points cannot be actual bus stops since some of them are less than a block apart. In some streets we can see clear clusters, and on the main avenue the stops are practically everywhere. When we got the data from the public transportation company, they told us that all bus stops are logged. We could not anticipate such dispersion of bus-stop locations. Automatic processing of such data would be very complex, while interactive visual analysis makes it possible to see the problems, and make the analysts aware of it.

Once the analysts better understand the data and potential problems, they can better asses complex dependencies hidden in the data. Figure 4 shows a screen shot during a typical analysis session. The new improved map view is in the middle. The three histograms on the left depict three scalar attributes: trip duration in seconds (between 6 and 3,599), start time in seconds (number of trips each hour during day), and a number of passengers who checked-in during a single trip (between 0 and 108). The scatter plot view on the right shows the number of passengers and number of stops. The parallel coordinates view on the right depicts four additional attributes. The table in the lower right corner shows all details for the selected trips. The user brushes trips with high number of passengers in the corresponding histogram and all views are updated. We can see that high number of passengers appears only from 21:00 to 22:00 during night, while it is quite frequent during daytime. This could be a reason to change the schedule. During the day, time interval from 12:00 to 13:00 is the busiest one. The map is often zoomed in and panned. The user can drill down further with additional selections, or by deploying filtering in the map view, or by constraining time using the calendar.

6. CONCLUSIONS

The analysis and assessment of movement data still represents a great challenge, especially when dealing with public transportation data. We addressed this challenge by developing a new view, the improved standard map view. The improved view supports easy, interactive filtering specifications to help data quality assessment. The view can be coordinated or articulated with other views within a CMV tool, resulting in a powerful visual analysis bus line explorer system. The effectiveness of the bus line explorer system was illustrated using public transportation data from Bahía Blanca, Argentina. Some data quality issues and inconsistencies were caused by the way how bus stops are logged, which would be a large obstacle for an automatic analysis. The bus line explorer system allowed us to successfully deal with those inconsistencies.

We plan to continue this research and to carefully evaluate the improved map view and the bus line explorer system with domain experts from public transportation companies. We also plan to provide semi-automatic methods for data processing/filtering during the first step in the analysis.
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